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DownloadsAs your web designer, we want to help you navigate the waters of real estate so that you can lead your
clients to their optimal real estate experience. By employing traditional marketing tools such as SEO, social media,
and PR, we are able to help you compete at the same time that we are building your brand. You get the very best

marketing efforts coupled with our expertise in marketing your real estate. And we do it all using the latest
technologies and tactics. We have managed, produced and promoted properties for those with a desire to improve

their business. This has led to a fresh, attractive offering for clients.A new analysis has found that the “Blue
Mountains” have more than doubled in size over the past 20 years. The Blue Mountains are the Great Dividing

Range. A study by the Australian Geographic Property Information Council (AGPIC), released last week, found that in
the 20 years to 2013, the area has grown by 11,400 hectares — an area bigger than Dunsborough — to 88,560
hectares. The “Blue Mountains” stretch from the Victoria border to the Adelaide border and from Yuraygir in the

south to Woodend in the north. The report said this increase was driven by population growth, and was not the result
of urbanisation. Not surprisingly, the population growth is strongest around the metropolitan area. In terms of

property growth, the greatest value has been in the south-west (from Gundawurra to Woodend) with 6,769 hectares.
Other major growth areas are Warragul-Yallagong-Penola-Hewitt, Tamworth-Blackall-Loddon Wimmera, Mininera-

Menindee and Meekatharra-Marian. As far as market size, the report says “the Blue Mountains are one of the fastest-
growing areas in Victoria, as it is one of the most sought after locations for residential, tourism and agricultural
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development.” Last year, the Blue Mountains Council said it had received 15,000 planning applications for new
developments. The Council said it had also received 11,000 renewable energy applications, as well as 5 c6a93da74d
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